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Abstract— Red raspberry is the third most popular berry
crops in the United States. In the US, the crop is mostly grown
in the Pacific Northwest region. In red raspberry production,
two-years old canes as well as short, unhealthy young canes are
pruned out while one-year old, healthy canes are bundled and
tied together for next years cropping. These cane management
activities such as pruning and tying are very crucial in red
raspberry production for controlling the spread of diseases and
improving crop yield and quality through proper aeration and
light penetration. Cane management in red raspberry produc-
tion is a very labor intensive and time consuming task. Only
limited research have occurred in mechanizing or automating
cane management operations. At Washington State University,
our team has been focusing on developing a machine for cane
pruning, bundling and tying. Conceptual prototypes have been
evaluated with manual operations. In this paper, we have
presented a machine vision system to detect canes and locate
them in 3D space as an effort towards automating cane pruning,
bundling and tying mechanisms; a novel application for red
raspberry cane management. To evaluate the vision system,
it was successfully integrated and tested with the previously
developed cane bundling in field environment. The machine
vision system detected more than 85% of the canes in the field
conditions while the localization system was able to locate 100%
of canes within the work-space of the bundling mechanism. No
canes were damaged while testing the automated bundling and
tying based on the proposed machine vision system.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Red raspberry is one of the most popular berry fruits

in United States which is mostly grown in three western

states of Continental US. Red raspberry is a premium crop

for Washington State where more than 85% of nation’s

frozen red raspberries are produced. State production of
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red raspberries in 2016 was more than 35,000 metric

ton [1]. Roots of the raspberries are perennial while the

individual canes are bi-annual [2]. Two-year old canes

(called floricanes) will bear fruit and die in the winter

after harvesting, which need to be removed from the field.

One-year old canes (called primocanes), are vigorous canes

with good height and basal diameter and bear buds [2]. After

floricanes are pruned out, these canes are bundled and tied

together for creating firm and healthy canopy for next years

production [3], [4]. There are also some short and weak

spindly canes growing over the spring season which emerge

mostly from outside of the desired 300-450 mm row width

[2]. These types of canes are also pruned out. Cane pruning,

bundling and tying (called cane management in general)

are vital field operations for maintaining healthy growth

of raspberry crop through proper aeration and sunlight

penetration, which are essential for improved fruit quality

and yield [2]. However, this task is very labor intensive and

time consuming, costing more than $1,500 per year per acre

[5].

Cane management in red raspberry is mostly dependent

on human labor. Very few studies have been reported

in literature in the area of design and development of

mechanized or automated cane management system [3],

[4]. [3] and [4] developed prototype mechanisms for

primocane bundling and tying adhesive tape around them

after floricanes are pruned out manually. These mechanisms

were integrated on a farm tractor and operated using its

hydraulics. While both of these mechanisms were novel,

none were fully automated. Integrated system was driven

to the desired location and hydraulic valves were operated

manually to move the mechanisms in the 3D space to reach

to the desired canopy location. The operator has to carefully

observe the forward/backward movements of bundling

end-effector so that the mechanism will reach the center of

the canopy without damaging any canes. Electrohydraulic

actuators can be integrated using a feedback controller to

automate this operation. However, a sensing or machine

vision system would be essential to detect desired canes to

be bundled and to estimate distance from the mechanism.

Stereo-vision technique has been widely used for 3D

localization of objects for agricultural applications[6], [7],

[8]. Stereo-vision sensors use dual camera images for

reconstructing a 3D scene and estimating the location

of objects in 3D environment [9]. This 3D localization

technique is relatively inexpensive and provides practically



useful accuracy and robustness for various field application.

A stereo-vision system [10] can be integrated with a

small computer system such as Raspberry Pi for developing

embedded image processing application. Some other sensing

techniques for depth estimation in outdoor environment

include Time-of-flight (TOF) sensors such as LIDAR and

3D camera [10], [11]. TOF sensors have better accuracy in

depth estimation [11] but are relatively expensive, and have

very poor resolution in comparison to stereo vision system

[10].

Detecting linear structures of plant canopies such as

tree branches in field environment has many applications

such as identifying the shaking point in branches for

harvesting cherries [12]. In [12] Bayesian classifier was

used to classify tree parts such as leaves and branches.

Zhang et al. [13] used region-based convolution neural

network (R-CNN) [14] for branch detection in apple trees.

Recent development in deep neural network such as Faster

R-CNN [15] and mask R-CNN [16] has shown significant

progress in object detection. Branches and canes in field

environment have different color texture and/or geometry

which can be extracted using different segmentation methods

such as color segmentation, and semantic segmentation. In

recent years, object segmentations using fully connected

networks-based semantic segmentation are widely used [17].

Compared to branches in cherry [12] and apple trees

[13] canes dimension in red raspberry are very small

(10-25 mm diameter). Consequently, to detect canes using a

machine vision system, either a close up imaging (< 0.5m)

or an imaging sensor with larger focal length (and finer

resolution) will be essential. In addition, red raspberry canes

dont have distinctive color from the surrounding during

the can bundling period (Fig. 1). Furthermore, canes from

neighboring rows (background canes) have similar shape

and orientation (except size) adding complexity in image

processing task. To the best of our knowledge, this is the

first study in the area of detecting, identifying and localizing

canes in red raspberry production system.

Prior work conducted at Washington State University,

Prosser [3], [4] developed mechanisms and an integrated

machine for primocane bundling and tying in red raspberry

production. The long term goal of this study is to develop a

fully autonomous cane bundling and tying mechanism. The

specific objective of this study is to develop a machine vision

system for primocane detection and localization, which can

be integrated with the cane bundling and tying mechanisms

for automated cane bundling operation. Estimated distance

of desired canes will be used to estimate the distance to

the bundling location within the reachable workspace of the

bundling mechanism.

II. MATERIALS AND METHODS

In this study, a BumbleBee XB3 (FLIR Systems, USA)

was used as a stereo-vision sensor for detecting and localiz-

Fig. 1. Stereo vision sensor integrated with cane bundling mechanism and
tested in the field environment. Images were captured from a height of 100-
150mm from ground where cane dispersion is very low. The vision system
estimated the distance of nearest canes from the mechanism. This closest
distance was transmitted to the hydraulics controller system for the cane
bundling operation. At this height where cane dispersion is low, the length
of bundling arm was sufficient to bundle all the canes based on the closest
distance estimated by the stereo vision system.

ing raspberry canes in the field environment. Vision sensor

was mounted on a camera holder hanging below the cane

bundling mechanism (Fig. 1) [3], [4] and tested in the red

raspberry plot maintained by Washington State University,

Prosser, WA.

A. Camera Calibration

In stereo-vision system, camera calibration refers to es-

timating the intrinsic parameters of both the camera lenses

such as focal lengths, principal points, distortion coefficients

(skew, radial and tangential) and extrinsic parameters such

as rotation and translation matrix between the two lenses [7],

[9]. Intrinsic parameters describe the geometric properties of

the camera lens. They were used to transform the 3D camera

coordinates into 2D image coordinates [9] and also to remove

distortion [7]. Extrinsic parameters were used to transform

3D world co-ordinates to the camera coordinates [6], [7]. For

calibration of stereo image pair, a checkerboard method was

used as described in [6], [7], [18]. Checkerboard used for this

study had 11X9 squares, each with a side of 84 mm. Matlab

2017b (Mathworks, USA) was used to perfom the calibration

and estimate the parameters for stereo vision system. Fig. 2

shows one of the calibration images used in the study with

each of the corners being detected by the calibration system.

B. Cane localization

Both the internal and external camera parameters com-

puted from the calibration steps were used for stereo recti-

fication of images. Stereo rectification re-projects both left

and right image planes so as to make them co-planer. This

simplified the 2D stereo correspondence search problem into

1D [19]. Semi-global block matching [20] was used for

stereo correspondence and to compute the disparity map.

Images from the stereo rectification were undistorted images



Fig. 2. Stereo camera calibration process. Image above shows both the left (Camera 1) and right (Camera 2) images with each of the checkerboard
corners detected.

obtained by rotating the original stereo camera along their

optical centers. The length of bundling arm and the hydraulic

cylinder used to extend the arm was 400 mm. Because of

this design constraint of the cane bundling mechanism used

in this work, all objects outside the range of distances from

400 mm to 800 mm from the mechanism were discarded for

further processing. These distance-filtered images are called

the depth image in rest of the paper. A binary image was

formed from the depth image by assigning logical ”1” for

each non-zero depth measurement. The distance computed

by the stereo-vision system was compared against the true

measurement, which is shown in Fig. 3. A regression plot

(without the distance filtering) showed that there is a linear

relationship between the true measurements and distances

measured by the stereo-vision system with an R-Squared

value of 0.92. Because the error with the distance estimated

by the stereo-vision system was found to be more than

±60mm (desired precision for the robotic bundling system)

for a number of plants, the estimated distance was calibrated

using (1) where dbundling is the desired distance for bundling

and destimated is the distance estimated by the stereo vision

system.

dbundling = 1.02 ∗ destimated + 13.76 (1)

C. Cane Segmentation

SegNet [21], [22], [23], an encoder-decoder architecture

for multi-class pixel segmentation, was used for segmenting

raspberry canes from the rectified or undistorted images

(discussed before). Left image from the stereo pair was used

for this purpose. Encoders acted as traditional convolution

neural network (CNN) architecture consisting of a convolu-

tion layer, rectified linear unit (ReLU), and pooling layer to

down-sample the images to obtain the feature map. Decoder,

on the other hand, acted as a reverse CNN accomplishing a

series of non-linear upsampling. The decoder network uti-

lized the memorized max pooling indices from corresponding

encoder network for upsampling the input feature maps. In

Fig. 3. Accuracy of measured distance by BumbleBee stereo vision camera.
Plot shows that there is a linear relationship between the measured value
and the true measurement.

this study, Caffe [24] implementation of SegNet Basic was

used, which consisted of four encoders and decoders [23].

To create a segmentation model, the architecture was trained

in a workstation with Nvidia GeForce GTX 1080GPU with

8GB memory. Pixels in each training and testing images

were labeled in two classes (canes and background) using an

online tool called Labelbox [25]. Weights for both classes

(canes and background) were initialized by computing the

cross-entropy loss as described in [26].

D. Cane detection

The trained model developed with Segnet Basic was used

to segment canes in undistorted images to obtain a seg-

mentation mask for raspberry canes. The segmented image

obtained using SegNet Basic was combined with the binary

form of the depth image using a logical AND operation to

obtain canes within the workspace of the bundling. Smaller

blobs were then removed using morphological operation

(erosion and dilation). Detected blobs for raspberry canes

were centered in a very narrow width of the image with their



Fig. 4. A sample of detected raspberry canes overlaid on the corresponding
depth-filtered color image.

blobs extending vertically. An example of the detected canes

is shown in Fig. 4. Closest cane to the camera was identified

by overlaying the depth image over the cane detected images.

OpenCV-3.1.0 library [27] was used for processing the image

in this study.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The integrated system was tested with 20 different red

raspberry plants of Chemainus variety. The two-years old

floricanes in the field were manually pruned before the

system evaluation leaving only primocanes in the field.

Depth measured by the stereo-vision system was corrected

using the calibration equation given in (1). Fig. 5 shows the

cane bundling operation being tested in the test plot.

Result showed that 112 canes out of 128 canes were

successfully detected by the algorithm with a detection

accuracy of more than 87%. Of the missed 16 canes, six

were occluded by larger canes in front of them. Six canes

were very close to other canes and their binary blobs were

merged as a single blob during the morphological dilation

operation. Some of the canes were missed because they

were outside the range of distances used in the study and/or

only tiny blobs were identified for those canes that were

removed during morphological operations. BumbleBee XB3

is a relatively low resolution camera (1.2 MP). A higher

resolution stereo vision camera could be used to detect

smaller details in the field of view.

For evaluating the stereo-vision system the distance of

nearest cane to the camera was measured using a measuring

tape and was compared with the distance from the stereo-

vision system. The error in depth measurement was in the

range between -60 to 30 mm. However, the difference was

not statistically significant (Paired t-test, df=19, t=0.34,

P=0.17) when compared to the true distance. In addition,

the cane bundling machine was designed in such a way

that a margin of ±60 mm in depth estimation would not

Fig. 5. Cane bundling using by the bundling mechanism. The depth
information for the bundling mechanism movement was computed using
the stereo vision sensor. Unlike in Fig. 1 bundling arms are folded and
canes are gathered together. The colored part (purple, and green) on top of
the bundling arm, are the parts from tying mechanism which will operate
only after the canes are bundled together.

impact the operation of the machine in gathering, and

bundling canes. For imaging in field camera was placed

about 100-150 mm above the ground to focus mostly in the

base region of the canes. After pruning, cane dispersion in

ground level remains in a narrow range (200-400 mm). So

the measured cane distance was sufficient for the operation

of the bundling mechanism without missing and damaging

any canes.

A certain level of error in cane detection (primarily caused

by the occlusion) is tolerable for the practical application

of the automated or robotic bundling mechanism. Bundling

mechanism designed at Washington State University does

not work with individual canes but a bunch of canes together

and bring everything into the bundles irrespective of whether

they were identified separately. The bundling mechanism

with the integrated stereo-vision system was tested in the

test field with 20 red raspberry plants. A total of 90% of the

test plants were successfully bundled. The failure in 10%

cases was occurred due to error in the mechanism itself.

IV. CONCLUSION

A machine vision system was developed for automated

detection and localization of red raspberry canes in the field

environment. Developed system was successfully integrated

with a cane bundling mechanism developed previously at

Washington State University as an effort towards automated

cane management for red raspberry production. The stereo-

vision system estimated the distance to canes within the

desired operation range of the machine [-60 to 60 mm]. Cane

detection system was able to locate more than 87% of the

canes in the field. Field tests also showed that cane-detection

and localization-based cane bundling mechanism achieved

90% success in bundling the canes without damaging any

canes.
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